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In the contemporary school library both fiction and 
non-fiction books must be made available to supplement all 
areas of the curriculum--the social sciences and the arts as 
well as the most obvious areas of English and literature. 
This modern classroom trend toward a wide use of materials to 
replace the simple textbook has opened unlimited possibilities 
for the use of paperbound books in the school library. 
Low priced paperbound books, a revival of the twentieth 
century, have been one of the most dynamic forces in American 
book publishing during the past two decades.'*" Inexpensive 
paperbound publishers contribute greatly to the objectives of 
providing books to many people at low cost. The majority of 
inexpensive paperbound books are complete and unabridged re¬ 
productions of copyrighted books originally published in 
hardbound and sold at $3.00 and higher. They are bound in 
flexible lacquered covers and many are priced from 25 cents to 
$2.00 and some cost even more. Paperbound books offer a wide 
^Edwin Emery, Introduction to Mass Communications (New 
York: Dodd, Mead & Co., 1960), p. 268. 
1 
2 
and increasing scope of reading matter. Today, works of vir¬ 
tually every prominent writer and many of the more popular 
classics are available in paperbound books. Winners of Nobel 
Prizes, Pulitzer Prizes, National Book Awards, and other lit¬ 
erary honored and talented novelists from many countries of 
the world appear in paperbound books. An abundance of non¬ 
fiction paperbound books are published in the areas of mathe¬ 
matics, science, social studies, philosophy, religion, history, 
anthropology, and biography.^ 
Although paperbound books do not lend themselves from 
the book selection point of view to cataloging for permanent 
use, they can be used as duplicates to satisfy popular demand. 
They aid in supplying a sudden demand for additional copies 
of a title for supplementing text reading. Generally, the 
principle followed is that a paperbound book should be used 
only as an extra copy; never as a sole copy unless such a 
2 
copy cannot be secured in hardbound. 
With the increased number of fiction and non-fiction 
title offerings in paperbounds; the increased number of pub¬ 
lishers publishing paperbounds; the low cost of paperbounds; 
‘'"Arthur Hale, What Happens in Book Publishing (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1957), pp. 371-379. 
2 
Helen J. Mannu, "A Symposium on the Growing Use of 
Paperbacks," Ohio Library Association Bulletin, XXXIII (April, 
1963), 3-5. 
3 
and the classroom's increased demand for supplementary li¬ 
brary materials, it seems reasonable to use paperbound books 
extensively in the school library. 
Purpose and Scope 
The purpose of this study is to portray certain aspects 
of articles dealing with paperbound books in the school li¬ 
brary through an analysis of periodical articles indexed in 
Library Literature,^ 1959-1963. An effort was made to dis¬ 
cover : 
1. The types of publications containing articles on 
paperbound books in the school library. 
2. Sources that may be used for selecting paperbounds. 
3. Methods used in processing paperbounds. 
4. The actual use that is made of paperbounds in the 
school library. 
5. The advantages found in the use of paperbounds. 
6. The objections to the use of paperbounds. 
7. The role of the teacher in using paperbounds. 
8. The role of the librarian in using paperbounds. 
There are two existing limitations in this study. First, 
the study is based on a sample of articles taken from Library 
^Library Literature (New York: The H. ¥. Wilson Co., 
1959-1963) . 
4 
Literature. and secondly, only those sample articles found 
in publications that are located in Trevor Arnett Library of 
Atlanta University, and in the Atlanta University School of 
Library Service Library are used. 
Methodology 
2 
Library Literature was searched to determine whether 
or not any recent studies had been made to analyze periodical 
literature about the use of paperbounds in the school library. 
The search revealed no evidence of such a study. There were 
3 
36 entries in Library Literature, 1959-1963, under the head¬ 
ing: "Paperbacks-School Libraries." Among these 36 articles 
one entry was found to be an unpublished master's thesis, two 
entries were pamphlets and two entries were books. The un¬ 
published master's thesis, the pamphlets, and books were 
eliminated from the study. There remained a total of 31 ar¬ 
ticles which appear in periodical publications. Table 1 rep¬ 
resents a yearly distribution of the 31 articles from which a 
sample is selected and utilized in this study. 
A sample of articles for this study was selected 





publications that are not located in either the Trevor Arnett 
Library of Atlanta University or the Atlanta University School 
of Library Service Library. This elimination gives a sample 
of 25 articles. 
TABLE 1 





1959  1 
1960  7 
1961  1 
1962  14 
1963  8 
Total  31 
Each article included in the sample was read and notes 
were taken on 5" x 8" cards. These cards also contained full 
bibliographic information on each article: author's name, 
title of article, name and date of publication, number of 
pages of article, author's profession and notes regarding 
nature and type of information found in the article. To code 
each article a checklist was constructed for the purpose of 
recording the frequency of specific information to ascertain 
definite aspects regarding: types of publications in which 
articles appear, use ofpaperbounds in school libraries, se¬ 
lecting paperbounds for school libraries, processing 
6 
paperbounds, advantages in the use of paperbounds, objections 
to the use of paperbounds, roles of teachers and librarians 
in using paperbounds, and types of schools in which paper- 
bound books are used. The checklist which appears in Appen¬ 
dix A of this study served as a device for recording informa¬ 
tion under nine major categories. These major categories 
were divided into divisions and sub-divisions as necessary to 
provide for anticipated responses. The data recorded on the 
checklist for each article were used under each division 
and/or subdivision for analysis of each article. The para¬ 
graph was used as the unit of analysis with the checklist in 
that each division and/or subdivision was discussed, in ac¬ 
cordance with opinions given by the authors, under separate 
paragraph headings. 
A list of articles making up the sample is presented in 
Appendix B. This list is arranged in alphabetical order, ac¬ 
cording to the author's last name or the name of the organi¬ 
zation responsible for each written article, irrespective of 
year of publication. The articles are then numbered con¬ 
secutively. Within the main body of this study where refer¬ 
ence to an article becomes necessary, the number of the ar¬ 
ticle in parenthesis will be given instead of a footnote to 
account for such reference. 
CHAPTER II 
AN ANALYSIS OF PERIODICAL ARTICLES DEALING 
WITH PAPERBOUNDS IN THE SCHOOL LIBRARY 
AND INDEXED IN LIBRARY LITERATURE. 
1959-1963 
The purpose of this study is to present an analysis of 
a selected group of articles dealing with paperbound books 
in the school library. These articles were selected from 
Library Literature, 1959-1963.'*' In analyzing the selected 
sample of 25 articles the bulk of information found within 
the articles has been divided into eight general categories: 
1. Types of publications containing articles on paper- 
bounds . 
2. Selecting paperbounds for school libraries. 
3. Processing paperbounds in school libraries. 
4. Using paperbounds in school libraries. 
5. Advantages of using paperbounds in school libraries. 
6. Objections to using paperbounds in school libraries. 





8. Role of Librarians in using paperbounds in school 
libraries. 
Each category is analyzed in the order of succession as listed 
above. 
Three general categories are used to determine the types 
of publications that contain articles on paperbounds and their 
use in the school library. These categories are library, edu¬ 
cational, and subject field periodicals. Of the 25 articles 
used from Library Literature,^ 1959-1963, it was discovered 
that the majority of material on the subject "Paperbounds and 
the High School Library" was found in library periodicals with 
educational periodicals ranking second and subject field rank¬ 
ing third in line. Seventeen articles were located in library 
Types of Publications Containing 
Articles on Paperbounds 
TABLE 2 
















periodicals, seven articles were found in educational period¬ 
icals and only one was published in a subject field period¬ 
ical. Table 2 illustrates the distribution of articles in ac¬ 
cordance with the types of periodicals in which they are 
found. 
Selecting Paperbounds for School 
Libraries 
In the selection of paperbounds for use in the school 
library one must exercise the same rules, regulations, and 
censorship as in the selection of hardbound books. The most 
approved method used in the selection of any library book 
that is to be used by library clientele is through the use of 
an approved list prepared by authorities on reading for a 
specified age and interest level. Among the articles ana¬ 
lyzed for this study, the following approved paperbound 
sources appeared most frequently: Paperbound Books in Print,' 
2 
Teen-Age Book Club News, publishers' lists, An Inexpensive 
3 4 
Science Library, Scholastic's Readers' Choice Catalog, 
^Paperbound Books in Print (New York: R. R. Bowker Co., 
1955- ). 
9 
Teen-Age Book Club News (New York: Scholastic Magazine 
Inc., 1962- ) . 
3 
Hilary J. Deason (ed.), An Inexpensive Science Library 
(Washington, D.C.: American Association for the Advancement 
of Science, 1957- ). 
4 
Scholastic's Readers' Choice Catalog (New York: Scho¬ 
lastic Magazine Inc., 1959- ). 
10 
local news companies, and basic lists of pre-college required 
readings (see Table 3). From the 25 articles only 14 of them 
either recommend or express an opinion concerning the types 
of sources that are used in selecting paperbounds for school 
libraries. 
TABLE 3 
DISTRIBUTION OF FREQUENCY OF PAPERBOUND 
SELECTION SOURCES MENTIONED 
Sources Frequency 
Paperbound Books in Print ........ 8 
Teen-Age Book Club News   2 
Publishers' Lists.....  1 
An Inexpensive Science Library ..... 3 
Scholastic's Readers' Choice 
Catalog  2 
Local News Companies  2 
Basic Lists of Pre-College 
Required Readings  2 
Total 20 
Paperbound Books in Print.^--One of the leading sources 
of information about the selection of paperbounds according 
to several authors making up the sample study is found to be 
2 
Paperbound Books in Print. Eight articles recommend this 
source. Four of the articles recommending this source are 
found in educational periodicals and four in library 
^Paperbound Books in Print, loc. cit. 
^Ibid. 
11 
periodicals. Seven articles state in essence that this 
source contains leading information about paperbounds and 
should be used as a selection guide by librarians when order¬ 
ing paperbounds (1, 3, 7, 8, 12, 19, 25). One writer specif¬ 
ically states that Paperbound Books in Print''- is put into the 
hands of teachers in a particular school system as a selection 
aid for paperbounds. This guide is a Bowker publication which 
is revised four times a year and it contains lists of all of 
the paperbounds available by title, author and subject (4). 
2 
Teen-Age Book Club News. --Teen-Age Book Club News 
usually referred to as TAB News was listed in two articles 
(1, 19). Both articles were found in library publications. 
They stress an opinion that this selection guide should be 
utilized in the selection of paperbound books for school 
libraries especially when a book fair is being sponsored. 
These articles further state that pupils will buy the paper- 
bound books from this source and tend to ask for more. 
Publishers' lists.--One article recommends selection of 
paperbound books by librarians from publishers' lists along 
3 
with Paperbound Books in Print. The writer of this article 
1Ibid. 
2 
Teen-Age Book Club News, loc. cit. 
3 
Paperbound Books in Print, loc. cit. 
12 
is under the impression that most publishers are alert to the 
most recent subjects published and that they too may be con¬ 
sidered as authorities in making fine selections of paper- 
bound books to be used in the school library (8). 
An Inexpensive Science Library■ -An annotated list of 
scientific books compiled and published by the American As¬ 
sociation for the Advancement of Science is recommended in 
three articles. All three articles were found in library 
publications. These articles favorably suggest the use of 
this list to influence the reading of scientific books by 
high school students. From the use of this list it was found 
that students grew more concerned for science collections in 
their libraries. The articles also agree that the AAAS list 
introduces the secondary school students to the rich litera¬ 
ture of science (9, 10, 11). 
2 
Scholastic's Readers7 Choice Catalog. --This is a source 
mentioned by authors of two of the sample articles which can 
be used for selecting paperbounds suitable for high school 
and elementary school students. One article was found in an 
educational periodical while the other was found in a library 
periodical. Two articles state in essence that many teachers 
Deason, loc. cit. 
Scholastic's Readers' Choice Catalog, loc■ cit. 
13 
and librarians using paperbounds in the school rely on the 
Scholastic's Readers'1 Choice Catalog^ from which to make 
their selection of paperbounds (13, 19). 
Local news companies.--Two articles treat local news 
companies as a guide in selecting paperbounds for the school 
library. One article was found in an educational periodical 
and the other article was found in a library periodical. The 
articles mention the fact that the local news company is a 
source from which paperbound books for school libraries can 
be purchased (1, 19). 
Basic lists of pre-college reguired readings.--These 
lists generally are made up by the instructors in certain 
subject fields that consists of paperbound titles that stu¬ 
dents should have read upon completion of high school. Two 
authors expressed opinions that such lists do enhance read¬ 
ing and make pupils seek out the reading of good paperbound 
literature (18, 22). 
Processing Paperbounds in School 
Libraries 
The question of what to do with paperbounds is an im¬ 
portant one and has kept many librarians from using them. 
Are they worth going through the processing procedure? No 
absolute answer to this problem can be given because each 
1Ibid. 
14 
librarian has to decide how best to handle the situation in 
his own library. Many librarians might feel that paperbounds 
are expendable and should be processed as such, while another 
might prefer the informal arrangement. Both the former and 
latter methods were discussed in six of the 25 articles ana¬ 
lyzed for this study (see Table 4). 
TABLE 4 
DISTRIBUTION OF FREQUENCY OF METHODS OF 
PROCESSING PAPERBOUNDS MENTIONED 
Methods Frequency 
Informal Arrangement ...  4 
Treated as Expendable   2 
Total  6 
Informal arrangement.--Four articles favor informal ar¬ 
rangement of paperbounds in the library. Three articles are 
in library publications and one is in an educational publica¬ 
tion. One writer definitely favors an arrangement by subject 
with a daily constant turnover of titles on display (8). 
Another writer favors an informal arrangement based on an in¬ 
formal exchange of books by pupils. That is, a pupil may 
borrow any paperbound book he chooses so long as he leaves 
one in its place (17). This same author mentions the fact 
that in the school system where this practice prevails, 
scholarly paperbounds--philosophy, science and mathematics 
15 
are cataloged in the usual library manner. 
Treated as expendable.--Two authors express an opinion 
that paperbounds should be treated as expendable. Both arti¬ 
cles are found in library periodicals. A pocket is pasted 
in each book, a book card is made indicating author, title 
and copy number, a simple author file is kept, classification 
information is recorded on a 3" x 5" index card which serves 
as a shelf list and circulation is from racks (4, 23). 
Using Paperbounds in the School 
Library 
Using paperbounds in the school library was treated in 
some form in all 25 articles analyzed. Seven different meth¬ 
ods by which paperbounds can be used were treated with several 
articles mentioning more than one method. These are through: 
book fairs, book stores, part of library collections, social 
studies classes, science classes, English classes, and mathe¬ 
matics classes (see Table 5). 
Book fairs.--Six articles treat book fairs as a means 
of using paperbounds in the school library. Three articles 
are found in library periodicals and three are found in edu¬ 
cational periodicals. The articles state that when paperbounds 
are used in book fairs the biggest profit is not expressed in 
dollars and cents but in increased reading through students 
own selections and purchases (3, 13, 15, 16, 21, 25). 
16 
TABLE 5 
DISTRIBUTION OF FREQUENCY OF METHODS IN 
USING PAPERBOUNDS MENTIONED 
Methods in Using 
Paperbounds Frequency 
Book Fairs  ......... 6 
Part of Library Collections ....... 10 
Book Stores  ..... 10 
Social Studies Classes .   . 7 
Science Classes .  ...... 5 
English Classes  9 
Mathematics Classes ........... 3 
Total  50 
Book stores.--Ten articles discuss paperbounds and 
their use in a book store either placed in the library or in 
the room adjacent to the library. Five articles which in¬ 
clude discussions on this topic are found in library period¬ 
icals and five in educational periodicals. Writers on this 
topic feel that the biggest profit derived from a school book 
store is increased reading through individual selection and 
purchase (1, 3, 8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 18, 25). Teachers tend 
to buy many titles and this encourages students to also buy. 
Another writer states that a school book store is not such a 
problem as it appears because wholesalers supply racks free 
of charge with orders of 100 copies (11). 
Part of library collections.--Using paperbounds as a 
part of the library's collection was discussed in 10 of the 
17 
selected articles for this study. Eight of the articles are 
found in library periodicals and two in educational period¬ 
icals. Seven authors express an opinion that paperbounds 
when used as a part of the library collection encourage stu¬ 
dents to read more than if only hardbounds are available. 
Paperbounds also tend to advertise the library collection 
(1, 4, 11, 16, 18, 19, 21). Another author feels that paper- 
bounds in the collection provide an abundance of reading for 
the young book worm in the high school and beginning elemen¬ 
tary school (20). 
Social studies classes.--Seven articles treat the use 
of paperbounds in social studies classes. Four are found in 
library periodicals, two in educational and one in a subject 
field periodical. The writers express a belief that paper- 
bounds play an increasingly important role in high school 
social studies classes and teachers and publishers must work 
together (1, 5, 12, 20, 22, 24). One writer believes that 
one should emphasize the reading of more paperbounds on the 
Middle East. He further states that this requires competent 
readers to benefit from most of the paperbounds available on 
the subject of the Middle East because these books are mostly 
for gifted pupils and few can read and understand paperbound 
books on the Middle East (16). 
Science classes.--Authors of five articles in the study 
18 
express an opinion concerning paperbounds and their use in 
science classes. Four of the articles are found in library 
periodicals and one in an educational periodical. Four arti¬ 
cles state in essence that paperbounds when used in science 
classes tend to broaden general knowledge of scientific con¬ 
cepts and encourage a greater number of young people to 
choose careers in pure and applied sciences (10, 11, 17, 20). 
Dr. Deason suggests that the paperbound title output is 
fairly healthy in many directions in science and these titles 
should be utilized in science classes (9). 
English classes.--Paperbounds and their use in English 
classes are discussed in nine articles. Five are found in 
library periodicals and four of the articles are found in 
educational periodicals. One writer suggests the use of 
paperbounds in English by assigning all students one title 
of a worthwhile book at the same time. This proves stimulat¬ 
ing to the entire class (7). Eight articles merely suggest 
using paperbounds in English classes but none of the writers 
suggests a specific method as to how they can be used (1, 12, 
13, 18, 19, 20, 22, 24). 
Mathematics classes.--Three writers are of the opinion 
that paperbounds are useful in mathematics classes. The 
writers state that paperbounds are quite helpful in mathe¬ 
matics classes and that more mathematical paperbounds are 
19 
being published each year (1, 9, 11). 
Advantages in Using Paperbounds 
in the School Library 
The 25 articles utilized in this study were analyzed to 
discover the authors' opinions in regard to the advantages in 
using paperbounds in the school library. The following ad¬ 
vantages appear most frequently throughout: increase in cir¬ 
culation, encouragement of reading, provision of flexibility 
in meeting individual reading needs, provision of a greater 
amount of material, low cost, handy size, they are expendable, 
helpful to students with reading difficulties, low cost in re¬ 
placement, increase in the use of hardbounds, and the en¬ 
couragement of building personal libraries. Twenty-one arti¬ 
cles treat one or more of the advantages listed above (see 
Table 6). 
Increase in circulation.--Eight writers tend to believe 
that the use of paperbounds in the school library helps to in¬ 
crease library circulation. Six of the articles were found 
in library periodicals and two in educational periodicals. 
The authors state that because of the increasing availability 
of paperbounds and their comparative low cost, they are of 
first importance in any program designed to increase the use 
of books by high school teachers, librarians, and students 
(1, 5, 8, 11, 19, 20, 22, 24). 
20 
TABLE 6 
DISTRIBUTION OF FREQUENCY OF ARTICLES 
TREATING ADVANTAGES 
Advantages Frequency 
Increase Circulation  8 
Encourage Reading  12 
Provide Flexibility in Meeting 
Individual Needs ........... 11 
Offer Greater Amount of 
Material  14 
Low Cost    14 
Handy Size  .......... 4 
They are Expendable .......... 2 
Aid in Reading Difficulties ...... 2 
Low Cost in Replacement ........ 2 
Increase Use of Hardbounds ....... 2 
Encourage Building of Personal 
Libraries .............. 8 
Total  79 
Encouragement of reading.--Twelve authors of articles 
tend to believe that the use of paperbounds in the school li¬ 
brary encourages reading among students. Eight of the arti¬ 
cles are in library periodicals and four are in educational 
periodicals. One author specifically states that to institute 
a paperback book store as a part of the library is evident 
that the pupils will be introduced to the pleasure of owning 
good books and this in itself will promote good reading (8). 
Four articles state that paperbounds further the cause of 
reading by simply promoting the library habit (13, 10, 11, 
13). Four authors frankly feel that pupils tend to read more 
21 
books because of paperback editions, for they do encourage 
students to read more possibly because of their attractive¬ 
ness and amazing "pulling power" for pupils who have experi¬ 
enced reading difficulties (16, 19, 20, 22). 
Provide flexibility in meeting individual needs.--Eleven 
articles expressed a belief that paperbounds provide flexi¬ 
bility in meeting individual needs. Seven of the articles 
are in library periodicals while four are in educational 
periodicals. Ten writers state that teachers find in the 
paperback revolution, as it begins to reach the school, more 
books for individualized reading program. They offer flexi¬ 
bility in meeting individual needs through a great variety of 
material. Paperbounds offer an opportunity to help teachers 
and librarians find books to meet the reading needs of pupils 
(3, 4, 11, 12, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25). One writer states 
that many teachers in a certain liberal arts school were sup¬ 
plementing or even abandoning the textbook simply because of 
the flexibility which a large selection of cheap paperbounds 
could introduce into their courses (7). 
Offer greater amount of material.--Another advantage in 
using paperbounds in the school library is that they offer a 
greater amount of material. This particular advantage was 
discussed in 14 different articles. Seven articles are found 
in library periodicals and seven in educational periodicals. 
22 
The articles cite that paperbounds contribute to the school 
curriculum because they offer a wide range of reading ma¬ 
terials on many subjects in English, mathematics, social 
studies and science (1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 11, 12, 14, 18, 19, 20, 
22, 24, 25). 
Low cost.--Fourteen writers feel that the low cost of 
paperbounds is an advantage in using them in the school li¬ 
brary. Nine articles are in library periodicals and five are 
in educational periodicals. Paperbounds' low cost has en¬ 
abled librarians to expand greatly the versatility and re¬ 
sources of their libraries (1, 5, 12). A child's interest in 
reading a certain book now must not be discouraged by the ne¬ 
cessity of a long wait for it and low cost paperbounds, when 
available, eliminate this (4, 11, 13, 14). Paperbounds are 
a complete revolution in publishing because so much is avail¬ 
able at so little cost (11, 16, 18, 20, 22, 23, 25). 
Handy size.--The handy size of paperbounds was dis¬ 
cussed in four articles. Two articles are in educational 
periodicals and two are in library periodicals. One writer 
states that even though the handy size of paperbounds makes 
them easily misplaced among standard sized texts and notebooks, 
students like them, read them and buy them (11). Three authors 
share a belief that most students like the handy size of paper¬ 
backs and therefore will use them (14, 19, 25). 
23 
They are expendable.--The fact that paperbounds are ex¬ 
pendable was cited in two articles. After they are circu¬ 
lated about 15 times they wear out but their low cost justi¬ 
fies the investment (20, 23). 
Aid in reading difficulties.--Two articles discuss how 
reading difficulties may be overcome by using paperbounds in 
the school library. One article is found in a library peri¬ 
odical and one is in an educational periodical. Both authors 
feel that paperbounds enable the secondary school to upgrade 
reading through some sort of wide reading program. They are 
of the opinion that large guantities of inexpensive editions 
assure that all students may be assigned a number of worth¬ 
while books on their individual reading levels, simply be¬ 
cause "Johnny must read" (7, 18). 
Low cost in replacement.--Two writers discuss the low 
cost of replacing paperbound books. One article is in an edu¬ 
cational periodical and the other article is found in a li¬ 
brary periodical. The writers feel that the low cost in re¬ 
placement has made it possible to buy multiple copies of 
classics and other high circulating books, wherein budget 
limitations simply would not permit this with hardbound edi¬ 
tions. Too, because the initial cost is low, so is replace¬ 
ment. When a student loses a paperbound, replacing it places 
no great hardship on him nor on the school (1, 20). 
24 
Increase use of hardbounds.--Only two authors discuss 
the fact that paperbounds increase the use of hardbounds. 
Two articles state that a library with paperbounds is a grow¬ 
ing one because pupils are reading library books and paper- 
bounds too. When students come for assigned reading they 
will discover that the library has entertaining paperbound 
books and that other exciting tales like them can be found 
between hard covers on the library shelves (20, 24). 
Encourage building of personal libraries.--Eight arti¬ 
cles treat the idea that paperbounds encourage the building 
of personal libraries. Six of the articles are in library 
periodicals and two in educational periodicals. One author 
believes the selling of paperbounds in school libraries will 
allow library users and book lovers to satisfy apetites for 
book ownership (8). Seven articles state that because they 
are cheap, paperbounds are finding their way into student 
owned libraries. This is an important asset in establishing 
good reading habits. Few students can afford to buy hardback 
books at today's prices but they can and do afford paperbounds. 
They enjoy building their personal libraries, are proud of 
them and read them (12, 13, 15, 16, 18, 20, 22). 
Objections to Using Paperbounds 
in School Libraries 
Reasons for objections to the use of paperbounds in the 
25 
school library as found in the 25 articles used for this 
study will be discussed under the following topics in the 
order they appear below: bewildering titles and sultry jackets, 
unsuitable for young readers, cheap content, lack of dura¬ 
bility, lack of title representation in certain fields—bio¬ 
graphies, plays, historical fiction, elementary level books, 
\ 
and affect circulation of hardbounds. Six of the 25 articles 
treat one or more of these topics. 
Bewildering titles and sultry jackets.--One article 
found in a library periodical mentions that bewildering titles 
of paperbounds depend on the three S's--sex,sadism, and the 
smoking gun which is played up throughout the book itself (2). 
Three articles discuss sultry jackets. The sultry jackets or 
objectionable covers are eye catching in many cases but little 
else as far as content is concerned (2, 11, 19). 
Unsuitable for young readers.--Writers of two articles, 
one article is in a library and the other is in an educational 
periodical, feel that paperbounds are unsuitable for young 
readers. The authors cite that a paperback title from a school 
bookstore or an assigned list is a suspect in the home. The 
dilemma is a plentiful, readily available supply of cheap books 
but few are suitable for the young reader (2, 13). 
Cheap content.--Two articles, found in library period¬ 
icals, mention cheap content as an objection to using 
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paperbounds in the school library. The articles state that 
there are more than 30 publishers of paperbounds and in 1959 
an estimated total of 550 million paperbounds produced a sur¬ 
plus up to 150 million. Where do children as readers and 
buyers of these editions fit into this picture as very few of 
the hundreds of titles published have contents that are not 
cheapened with sex and sadism (2, 11). 
Lack of title representation in certain fields.--Two 
articles treat the lack of title representation in certain 
fields as a reason for not using paperbounds in the school li¬ 
brary. One article is located in a library periodical and the 
other is in an educational periodical. Anyone who looks in 
Paperbound Books in Print may well ask where are the paper- 
bound books for elementary grades (3). Teachers and librari¬ 
ans name categories in which they would like to see more 
paperbound titles such as biographies, plays, historical fic¬ 
tion, and elementary level books. More schools would use 
paperbounds if title representation would increase in the 
above listed areas (19). 
Affect use of hardbounds and library.--One article found 
in a library periodical reminds us that paperbounds affect 
circulation of hardbounds in the library. The article states 
^Paperbound Books in Print, loc. cit. 
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that even though some students feel defeated by the hard¬ 
bound classics included on required reading lists, they find 
themselves very much at home with unabridged pocket editions 
of the same story and as a result will choose the paperbound 
over the hardbound (11). This article also mentions that li¬ 
brarians tend to believe that paperbounds lessen the use of 
the library by pupils. The author further states that paper¬ 
backs will never replace the hardcover books which form the 
backbone of the permanent collection, yet paperbounds do have 
a place in the library program (see Table 7). 
TABLE 7 
DISTRIBUTION OF FREQUENCY OF 
TREATMENT OF OBJECTIONS 
Objections Frequency 
Bewildering Titles and 
Sultry Jackets  4 
Unsuitable for Young Readers  2 
Cheap Content   2 
Lack of Durability .......... 3 
Lack of Title Representation  2 
Affect Use of Hardbounds and 
Library .   1 
Total 14 
Role of Teachers in Using Paperbounds 
in School Libraries 
Sixteen of the articles treat the role of teachers in 
using paperbounds in the school library. In analyzing these 
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articles five topics are used: (1) aid in selecting titles, 
(2) make wide use of paperbounds that are available, (3) alert 
to values of paperbounds, (5) informed of offerings in a va¬ 
riety of subject fields, and (5) train pupils in "art of 
marking a book." (See Table 8.) 
TABLE 8 
DISTRIBUTION OF FREQUENCY OF TREATMENT 
OF ROLE OF TEACHERS 
Role of Teachers Frequency 
Aid in Selecting Titles ......... 8 
Make Wide Use of Paperbounds 
that are Available .....  8 
Alert to Values of Paperbounds  7 
Informed of Offerings in a 
Variety of Subject Fields .   5 
Train Pupils in "Art of Marking a Book" . 1 
Total  29 
Aid in selecting titles.--Eight articles treat "aid in 
selecting titles" as a role of the teachers. Seven of the 
articles are in library periodicals and one is in an educa¬ 
tional periodical. One writer notes that in a particular high 
school the screening committee on paperbound selections con¬ 
sists of two English teachers and two teachers at large, along 
with the principal or assistant guidance director. Their duty 
is to screen recommended paperbounds other than those on the 
scholastic lists (13). Seven writers mention that since the 
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majority of teachers have access to catalogs of paperbounds 
and with the books in the school, they should definitely help 
in the selection (4, 12, 15, 17, 18, 19, 22). 
Make wide use of paperbounds that are available.--The 
making of wide use of paperbounds by teachers is mentioned 
in eight articles as the role of teachers. Five articles are 
located in library periodicals and three in educational peri¬ 
odicals. A textbook is never more than a useful condensation 
of minimum facts that must be supplemented with a wide vari¬ 
ety of materials which can be found in paperbounds (5). 
Teachers should make wide use of paperbound science books to 
encourage reading and the development of studentsr personal 
libraries. Gifted students may also have the opportunity to 
carry on individual study and research (10). To make wide 
use of paperbounds in individualized reading programs yields 
better writing performance, fewer grammatical and spelling 
errors and affords a chance for more creativeness to come to 
surface as students attempt to express themselves. Too, the 
reading taste that a student develops in elementary, junior 
high, and secondary schools will persist throughout life (3, 
14, 19, 20, 22, 24). 
Alert to values of paperbounds.--Seven writers urge that 
teachers should be alert to values of paperbounds. Five arti¬ 
cles are in library periodicals and two are in educational 
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periodicals. They state that because of the increasing avail¬ 
ability, the comparatively low cost, and variety of content 
of paperbounds any program designed to increase the use of 
books by students is enhanced (3, 5, 12, 14, 19, 22, 24). 
Informed of offerings in a variety of subject fields.-- 
Five authors of articles mention that teachers should be in¬ 
formed of offerings in a variety of subject fields. Three 
articles are found in library periodicals, one in a subject 
field periodical and one is in an educational periodical. 
Paperbound Books in Print^ is put into the hands of teachers 
at a certain high school to serve as a selection tool, a re¬ 
view media and an evaluation tool (4). Teachers should know 
how paperbound biographies can be made splendid supplementary 
reading for the biology class and how historical fiction books 
can implement the history course. Teachers should definitely 
be informed of a variety of offerings in paperbounds for it 
will enable them to make helpful suggestions to students and 
keep them interested in the library and its resources (6, 14, 
18, 24). 
Train pupils in "art of marking a book."--One article 
mentions training pupils in "art of marking a book" as a duty 
of the teachers. This article is found in an educational 
1Ibid. 
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periodical. Francis X. Cleary (7) maintains that if the stu¬ 
dents own their own paperbounds the teacher can train them in 
the "fine art of marking up a book." This is an excellent 
method for developing careful attentive reading and a short¬ 
hand technique for outlining and summarizing which results in 
a highly useful future reference book with a personal and 
scholarly value. 
The Role of Librarians in Using 
Paperbounds in School Libraries 
Librarians play most significant roles in the use of 
paperbounds in school libraries and this factor was discussed 
in 14 articles. The roles of librarians as mentioned in the 
articles are: evaluating, acguisitioning, processing, knowl¬ 
edge of sources of paperbounds, publicity, reading guidance, 
and selling of paperbounds (see Table 9). 
TABLE 9 
DISTRIBUTION OF TREATMENT OF 
ROLE OF LIBRARIANS 
Role Frequency 
Evaluating, Acquisitioning 
and Processing ............ 15 
Knowledge of Sources of 
Paperbounds  3 
Publicity   2 
Reading Guidance .  ...... 3 
Selling Paperbounds .  5 
Total 28 
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Evaluating, acquis it ionincr, and processing.--The eval¬ 
uation of paperbounds as a role of librarians is mentioned 
in two articles. Both are found in library periodicals. Li¬ 
brarians are resource persons professionally trained and 
qualified to guide and advise others how to select paperbound 
books (12, 18). Ten articles, found in library periodicals 
state that the acquiring of carefully selected paperbounds is 
a duty of the librarian. She is the specialist in recogniz¬ 
ing the most reputable book jobbers from which paperbounds 
can more easily be obtained (4, 10, 11, 15, 17, 18, 19, 22, 
23, 24). Six articles, in library periodicals, mention pro¬ 
cessing. Paperbound books have been treated as quickly and 
as economically as possible. In many instances a pocket is 
pasted in each book and a book card is made indicating author, 
title and copy number. A simple author file is kept and cir¬ 
culation is from racks (4, 23). Four articles mention that 
processing by the librarian is an informal arrangement of the 
paperbounds in the library in no strict order (1, 8, 11, 17). 
Knowledge of sources of paperbounds.--Three articles, 
in library periodicals, state that a knowledge of the sources 
of paperbounds is a necessity for librarians. They should be 
well acquainted with Paperbound Books in Print,^ and other 
1Ibid. 
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leading sources of information about paperbounds in order to 
know subject areas of titles offered and other essential in¬ 
formation about them (4, 19, 24). 
Publicity.--Publicity is cited by two authors in li¬ 
brary periodicals. Librarians should make use of books al¬ 
ready on the shelves and add new ones as the need arises. 
They should plan with the teachers and keep them interested 
in the library and its resources. They should demonstrate 
willingness to purchase the new books they suggest, and an¬ 
notate lists of new books as they arrive (17, 24). 
Reading guidance.--Reading guidance is cited in three 
articles as a role of librarians in using paperbounds. A 
principal role of librarians is to promote a love of reading 
in young people. Paperbounds that are attractive in format 
and those that will meet the needs of students must be avail¬ 
able and easily accessible (12, 19, 24). 
Selling paperbounds.--Five writers feel that the selling 
of paperbounds is a role of librarians. They mention that 
what the librarian is doing by selling paperbounds is what 
she is hired to do in that she is putting good literature into 
the hands of her patrons upon demand. Selling paperbounds 
takes time, but so does serving students with the same titles 
in hardbounds. The operation of the library book rack is 
simple because the books displayed on the racks in the library 
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advertise themselves (1, 10, 11, 13, 14). 
CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study was made to portray certain aspects of 25 
articles dealing with paperbound books in the school library 
through an analysis of periodical articles indexed in Library 
Literature'*' 1959-1963. Each article included was read and 
pertinent information was recorded on 5" x 8" cards. A check¬ 
list was constructed for the purpose of recording the fre¬ 
quency of specific information under the following eight cate¬ 
gories: (1) types of publications in which articles appear, 
(2) use of paperbounds in school libraries, (3) selecting 
paperbounds for school libraries, (4) processing paperbounds, 
(5) advantages in use of paperbounds, (6) objections to the 
use of paperbounds, (7) role of teachers in using paperbounds, 
and (8) role of librarians in using paperbounds. 
The analysis of articles revealed that 17 publications 
containing articles on paperbounds and the school library were 
library periodicals, while seven articles were in educational 
^Library Literature, loc. cit. 
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periodicals and one was found in a subject field periodical. 
In selecting paperbounds for school libraries most of 
the articles listed Paperbound Books in Print^ as one of the 
leading sources from which paperbounds are selected for use 
in the school library. Other sources listed were: Teen-Age 
2 
Book Club News, publishers' lists, An Inexpensive Science 
3 4 
Library, Scholastic's Readers' Choice Catalog, and teachers' 
basic lists of pre-college required readings. 
Concerning the processing of paperbounds for use in 
school libraries, four articles favored an informal arrangement 
mostly to provide for attractiveness and easily availability 
to students. Only two authors favored the idea of treating 
paperbounds as expendable and the employment of a minimum of 
processing. 
Much concern was given to the use of paperbounds in the 
school library. All of the 25 writers had opinions about 
this. Selling paperbound as a part of the library's function 
was looked upon with favor in ten articles. The use of paper- 
bounds in the English classes was recommended by nine writers. 
^Paperbound Books in Print, loc. cit. 
2 
Teen-Age Book Club News, loc. cit. 
3 
Deason, loc■ cit. 
4 
Scholastic's Readers' Choice Catalog, loc. cit. 
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Seven articles specified the use of paperbounds in the social 
studies classes; five in the science classes and three in 
mathematics classes. Six authors discussed the use and value 
of paperbounds in book fairs. 
Among the advantages of using paperbounds in the school 
library, encouragement of reading was mentioned in as many as 
12 articles and the low cost of them was mentioned in 14 
articles. The flexibility in meeting individual needs was 
noted in 11 articles. Other advantages of using paperbounds 
noted less frequently are that they are expendable, they may 
serve as an aid to students who are having reading dif¬ 
ficulties, they are inexpensive to replace and that they en¬ 
courage the building of personal libraries. 
Six different articles listed one or more disadvantages 
in using paperbounds in the school library. Four mentioned 
sultry jackets and misleading titles, and three discussed 
their lack of durability. Four authors mentioned that they 
are unsuitable for young readers especially those with cheap 
content. Others complained about certain fields not being 
covered and that pupils tend not to use the library's collec¬ 
tion as long as they can obtain paperbounds. 
The role of the teacher in using paperbounds in the 
school library is mentioned 29 times. Teachers should aid in 
selecting titles and make wide use of paperbounds. They 
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should be alert to all of the values of paperbounds including 
training pupils in how to mark or underscore important topics 
in their personal books. 
Twenty-eight references were made concerning the role 
of the librarian in using paperbounds in the school library. 
This is a significant one which includes having an adequate 
knowledge of the bibliographic sources, the ability to select 
wisely and to serve in a reading guidance capacity. The li¬ 
brarian could well operate a sales department and make avail¬ 
able a good assortment of paperbounds for purchase. 
Conclusions 
An analysis of the data leads to the following con¬ 
clusions : 
1. The majority of articles used for this study were 
found in library periodicals. 
2. One of the leading and choice bibliographic sources 
for the selection of paperbounds is Paperbound Books 
in Print.^ 
3. Paperbounds can be treated as expendable or arranged 
informally in the library for circulation purposes. 
4. The two most popular ways paperbounds may be used in 
the school are as a part of the library collection 
^Paperbound Books in Print, loc■ cit. 
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and for purchase. 
5. Paperbounds offer a greater amount of material at 
lower cost. 
6. Sultry jackets, misleading titles, and the lack of 
durability seem to be the greatest objections to the 
use of paperbounds. 
7. Teachers and school librarians should work together 
in selecting titles and making wide use of paper- 
bounds that are available. 
APPENDIX A 
CHECKLIST FOR RECORDING DATA ON 
PAPERBOUNDS AND THE HIGH 
SCHOOL LIBRARY 
Author  Title  
Periodical  Volume  
Page (s)  Date  
Identity of author: Librarian  Educator  Other  
Type of Periodical: Library  Educational  Subj.Field_ 
Phases of Paperbounds Discussed: 
Indicators 
1. Author's Opinion Regarding Use of 
Paperbounds : 
a. Book fairs 
* + 0 t 
b. Book store 
c. Part of library collection 
d. Social studies classes 
e. Science classes 
f. English classes 
cr. Mathematics classes 
h. Other uses 
*+ indicates positive reaction 
- indicates negative reaction 
0 indicates neutral reaction 




2. Author's Opinion Regarding Advantages 
in Use of Paperbounds: 
a. Increase circulation 
+ 0 t 
b. Encourage reading 
c. Provide flexibility in meeting 
individual needs 
d. Offer greater amount of material 
e. Low cost 
f. Handy size 
g. They are expendable 
h. Aid in reading difficulties 
i. Low cost in replacement 
i. Increase use of hardbounds 
k. Encourage building of personal 
libraries 
1. Other advantages 
Indicators 
3. Author's Opinion Regarding Selection 
of Paperbounds: 
a. Paperbound Books in Print 
+ 0 t 
b. Teen-Age Book Club Selections 
c. Publishers' Lists 
d. American Association for Advance¬ 
ment of Science 
e. Scholastic Book Service--"Readers 
Choice" 
f. Local News Company 
g. Basic Lists of Pre-College 
Required Readings 
h. Other lists 
Indicators 
4. Author's Opinion Regarding Objections 
to the Use of Paperbounds: 
a. Bewildering titles 
+ 0 t 
b. Unsuitable for young readers 
c. Cheap content 
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Indicators 
d. Sultry jackets 
+ — 0 t 
e. Lack of durability 
f. Lack of title representation 
in certain subject fields 
(1) Biographies 
(2) Plays 
(3) Historical fiction 
(4) Elementary level books 
g. Affect circulation of hardbounds 
h. Lessen use of library by pupils 
i. Other objections 
Indicators 
5. Author's Opinion Regarding Processing 
Paperbounds: 
a. Informal arrangement 
+ 0 t 
b. Treated as expendable 
(1) Make book card 
(2) Indicate author, title, and 
copy number 
(3) Paste pocket in each book 
(4) Keep author file 
(5) Shelf list record 
(6) Classify by subject 
(7) Other methods 
Indicators 
6. Author's Opinion Regarding Role of 
Teachers : 
a. Aid in selecting titles 
+ 0 t 
b. Make wide use of paperbounds that 
are available 
c. Alert to values of paperbounds 
d. Informed of offerings in a variety 
of subject fields 
e. Train pupils in "art of marking 
a book" 
f. Other roles 
43 
Indicators + 0 t 
7. Author's Opinion Regarding Role 
of Librarians: 
a. Acquisition  
b. Processing  
c. Evaluation  
d. Knowledge of sources of paperbounds 
e. Publicity  
f. Reading guidance  
g. Selling paperbounds  
h. Other roles 
Indicators + 0 t 
8. Types of Schools for Which Paper- 
bounds are Discussed: 
a. High schools  
b. Junior high schools  
c. Elementary schools  
d. Catholic schools 
Descriptive Notes 
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